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The Apple i-Phone 4S is a kind of developed i-Phone 4. One is sure to be amazed at the
development because of the wonderful values added to the new one. It is easier to bring back the
backup with the help of iCloud and one can easily store or acquire images, apps, calendars or
contacts wirelessly. i-Message transfers Texts, Photos, Videos, MMS and all the data through
wireless careers or Wi-Fi to other Apple i-Phones.

The Apple iPhone 4S is gifted with exceptional speed thanks to A5 processor and iOS 5 with the
help of which apps are launched faster and loading tenure of the web pages are reduced. One will
experience multi-tasking easier than ever before. It is again good to notice enhanced graphics. iOS
5 is really great. The users are not to be worried of updating of the software. They can update the
software by themselves. The Antenna performs well in transmission and reception of data.
Surprising it is no doubt, because 14.4Mbps is the speed for downloading through HSDPA.

The Apple i-Phone 4S has a super soft 3.5 inch touchscreen display and it is a very good LED
backlit IPS TFT capacitive touchscreen display of 640 x 960 pixels. Hence, there is no chance of
tracing a grain and resolution is quite sharp and satisfactorily sharp.

This handset has great reputation for its memory. There are three kinds of Apple i-Phone 4S in
respect of memory and there are memory storage of 16GB, 32GB and 64GB. This is really a worthy
development in the standard. Parallel to this, battery life of this set should be mentioned, because,
on 3G, battery life has also improved. The customer will be glad in having talk time of about 8 hours.
The handset has a camera of 8 Mega Pixel and one more camera is there for video recording.

There is one important thing in the Apple i-Phone 4S which has been termed as Siri. Siri is of
immense help for the users and it is higher kind of technological experience available in any mobile
phone. Calls of the users can be secured by it and one can be guided through maps. Siri helps the
users as it can transmit the messages and as it can return to the users to talk. Siri is wonderful in a
word.
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